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Abstract: The design of additive manufacturing processes, especially for batch production in
industrial practice, is of high importance for the propagation of new additive manufacturing
technology. Manual redesign procedures of the additive manufactured parts based on discrete
measurement data or numerical meshes are error prone and hardly automatable. To achieve the
required final accuracy of the parts, often, various iterations are necessary. To address these issues,
a data-driven geometrical compensation approach is proposed that adapts concepts from forming
technology. The measurement information of a first calibration cycle of manufactured parts is the
basis of the approach. Through non-rigid transformations of the part geometry, a new shape for the
subsequent additive manufacturing process was derived in a systematic way. Based on a purely
geometrical approach, the systematic portion of part deviations can be compensated. The proposed
concept is presented first and was applied to a sample fin-shaped part. The deviation data of three
manufacturing cycles was utilised for validation and verification.
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1. Introduction

A central, key technology in the future will be additive manufacturing (AM) [1]. Opportunities are
arising in combination with ongoing digitisation and cross-linking between production and design in
line with industry 4.0. For certain components this will allow one to avoid costly and time-consuming
production processes, such as the manufacturing of moulds and tools. An increase in flexibility and
the production of individualised products containing complex structures without additional effort go
hand in hand. In this way, AM can make a significant contribution to mastering the complexity in the
production process associated with the rapidly increasing number of variants [2].

However, along with all of the opportunities AM processes offer, a comprehensive transfer to
mass production is nowhere in sight. Central hurdles for the application in serial production are
above all, the cost-related general conditions (high material costs in combination with an insufficient
ratio of plant costs to productivity) and the high manual effort in the process chain due to the
lack of physical and digital line integration. This current lack of the integration of AM processes
in conventional production environments is due to the specifics of AM processes, such as batch
production, and the currently low degree of automation in the peripheral systems, such as component
handling, quality measurement and transport chains. On the component level, one major critical
point in mass production is accuracy and reproducibility. In AM processes, deviations between the
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nominal and the actual parts are primarily caused by the highly complex thermo-mechanical conditions
leading to high gradients and high temperatures, for example. This significantly limits the use and the
associated potential of AM processes for in series production [3].

2. State of the Art

When considering the dimensional quality of manufactured components, the systematic and
stochastic portions of the deviations have to be carefully separated. Varying environmental conditions,
material fluctuations, tribology, and changing thermo-mechanical boundary conditions are typical
sources of stochastic errors. It is impossible to completely eliminate the stochastic portion in real
applications and direct elimination is hardly possible. To cope with stochastic phenomena, process
robustness, reasonable component design and the suitable definitions of tolerances are necessary.
The systematic deviations can be related to identifiable causes and possess unique, unidirectional
characteristics. For that reason, systematic deviations can be addressed by geometric compensation.
For a separation of both deviation types, a sufficient number of measurements is necessary.

2.1. Causes for Geometrical Deviations in Additive Manufacturing

Due to the complexity of the process chain from the CAD model to the finished component,
geometric deviations can occur at different points in the manufacturing process. These can be divided
into the following error categories [4]:

• Deviations in data preprocessing;
• Errors during material processing;
• Machine errors;
• Stochastic errors.

In laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF), each layer is two-dimensional. The three-dimensional
component is, thus, created step-by-step by joining individual layers of the same thickness along
the Z coordinate. For this purpose, mathematical layer information is extracted from the digital 3D
data set during pre-processing. This results in deviations during the creation of a discrete mesh
(usually .STL). In addition, layer-by-layer construction can result in steps in a component, since the
smallest possible resolution in the Z-direction is the layer thickness [4,5].

During processing, the powder is heated by a laser to a temperature above its melting temperature
in order to bond the particles through phase transformation. There is a risk of thermal stresses due to
an inhomogeneous temperature distribution in the build chamber. As a result, distortions occur in the
component, as the material shrinks inhomogeneously during cooling, resulting in thermally induced
stresses. Dimensional deviations resulting from material shrinkage are dependent on the geometry of
the respective component [6,7].

Based on temperature measurements in an SLS machine, a significant temperature gradient in
the x-y plane of a layer was determined. From this it can be concluded that the material shrinkage of
a geometry additionally depends on its x and y-positions in the build chamber [6]. The dimensional
accuracy in the x-y plane of a layer depends directly on the scanning system used by the AM system
and its ability to move the laser beam along the desired path [8]. Such machine errors, on the other
hand, are measurable and can be compensated to a certain extent in order to minimise their effect on
the end product to an acceptable minimum. In addition to the factors already mentioned, despite an
identical processing environment, quality fluctuations can occur between the end products, the exact
cause of which cannot be defined, so they are, therefore, regarded as stochastic errors. Of all these
factors, the temperature-induced shrinkage of the material is the main cause of inaccuracies in the end
product [4,8].
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2.2. Classical Methods to Compensate for Deviations in Additive Manufacturing

In the literature, different methods have been found to counter geometry deviations in the
component by conventional means. However, these are usually limited to one specific error. In their
work, Pham et al. analysed various factors that influence the accuracy of additive manufactured
components. This began with the generation of the STL file. The chord height and the angle control
have a big influence on the accuracy. Some of these error sources can also be avoided by using
alternative data formats [4,8,9].

During further processing from 3D to layer information (slicing), discretisation errors occur,
which are mainly due to the z-direction resolution, which is limited to one layer in thickness [10].
These effects can, however, be reduced by various algorithms; for example, by adjusting the layer
thickness [11]. In addition, the orientation of the parts in the build chamber can be adjusted.
Masood et al. describe in their research, the possibility of minimising the error caused by the step
effect by adjusting the orientation in the build chamber. The best possible orientation can be calculated
on the basis of the minimum volumetric error. This leads to an improvement of the accuracy and the
surface quality of the component by minimising the effects of the stair tread effect [12].

In order to prevent geometric deviations due to residual stresses in the component, heat treatments
are used to reduce mechanical stresses in the component. This prevents stresses from being released
and dimensional deviations from occurring in one of the subsequent processing stages, such as
separation from the construction platform. Reference [13] In addition, thermal distortion is influenced
by the scanning strategy and scanning time and can be improved by adjusting them. References [14–16]
Kamat and Pei analytically calculated deformations due to residual stresses in parts with internal
channels, which can be used to compensate for deformations [17]. To compensate for shrinkage effects,
different scaling factors are applied to the individual 2D layers. Furthermore, a compensation of the
laser diameter can be achieved by an offset in the 2D planes [4,18,19].

2.3. Geometrical Deviation Compensation in Additive Manufacturing

Due to interacting factors, such as material shrinkage, geometric complexity, quality fluctuations
and machine faults and inaccuracies, it is challenging to predict and control the extent of dimensional
deviations. The straightforward way to compensate for deviations is currently to use a constant
scaling factor across a part to calculate material shrinkage. Alternatively, different scaling factors can
be applied to individual sections in the CAD model. It is assumed that the dimensional deviations
occur evenly in the individual sections. However, this assumption is often not legitimate due to the
complexity of some geometries, and this can lead to transfer effects, among other things [20].

Huang et al. deal with the compensation of dimensional deviations in the x-y plane and define
various quality standards that minimise volume and surface deviations [20,21].

In addition, initial work has been done to use pre-deformation to compensate for dimensional
deviations in selective laser beam melting. This involves simulating thermal distortion in the
component using a finite element calculation, and then pre-deforming the CAD model against the
expected deviations [22–24]. Zhu et al. proposed a statistical shape analysis, which is trained with
data obtained by simulation and can predict geometrical deviations for similar parts [25]. Furthermore,
they proposed a compensation method for the layers of the sliced part [26]. Schmutzler et al. compared
a simulation-based pre-deformation to a deviation compensation in theory, which is based on
previous manufactured iterations, for a cantilever geometry. They showed that the simulation-based
compensation converged to the desired geometry within three iterations [27].

3. Hypothesis

Geometrical accuracy has always been one of the main objectives in component manufacturing.
The established manufacturing processes, therefore, have a variety of approaches that address this
problem. In forming technology, two systematic approaches to deviation compensation are the
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displacement adjustment method and the stress-based adjustment method [28,29]. The stress-based
method uses measured deviations to calculate a certain stress state on the target geometry. This stress
state is reversed and is used as a boundary condition to deform the forming tool. The result of the
deformation is the compensated forming tool. The displacement adjustment method works similarly.
The measured deviations are directly reversed and used for the geometrical adaptation of the forming
tool. Both methods have been used successfully in different applications. The stress-based adjustment
methods seem to perform better for processes dominated by a global deformation pattern—sheet
metal forming, for example, where the displacement adjustment method tends to be suitable for local
compensation, as with bulk forming.

In AM, no tools are needed for manufacturing, but a manufacturing geometry has to be provided
to the AM system. We proposed that this manufacturing geometry could be seen as a forming
tool in a geometrical compensation sense. We further proposed that the displacement adjustment
method, which directly incorporates the deviation data, is a suitable method for AM, because of its
incremental characteristics.

In this paper, the objective was to prove those hypotheses. Therefore, a general geometrical
compensation procedure based on the displacement adjustment method is suggested for AM to capture
the problem of accuracy and reproducibility also with regard to an implementation in production lines.
The compensation scheme is shown using a SLS process.

4. Materials and Methods

For the investigation in this paper, a SLS process is used to apply the conducted general
geometrical compensation procedure. In the following subsections, the parts created, manufacturing
steps and further processing are presented in detail.

4.1. Specimen and Manufacturing

A sample part was designed to show the effectiveness of the compensation algorithm. Figure 1
depicts the whole job. The fin-shaped geometry of the component was chosen specifically to boost
thermal deviations. A total of 27 parts were positioned in the build chamber in three rows with nine
parts each. We measured and compensated the blue coloured parts ai–ei. The light blue parts were
measured but not compensated and served as a reference to their compensated direct neighbour to
study the reproducibility of the process. For the digitisation of the components, the structured white
light scanning device GOM ATOS II 400 (GOM, Braunschweig, Germany) was utilised. For each
component, approximately 15 frames had to be acquired. With the setup we used, a resolution of
0.05 mm was achieved. The test specimens were fabricated using an EOS Formiga P100 (EOS, Krailing,
Germany) in combination with polyamide 12 (EOS PA2200, Krailing, Germany). The powder we used
had a 50/50 ratio of new and recycled powder. The chosen layer thickness was 0.1 mm. The job was
positioned in the centre of the build platform with the standard offset of six millimetres in the z plane.
The temperature of the process chamber was set to 172 degrees Celsius. The material-dependent
scaling for the jobs was (X:3.086%; Y:3.019%; Z(0):2.2%; Z(300):1.6%). These machine parameters were
kept constant for all jobs.

4.2. Compensation Algorithm

The compensation strategy was based on a framework proposed for bulk forming processes [30,31].
The compensation approach was fully driven by geometrical data, which, in principle, ensures general
validity and scale invariance. In Figure 2 the flow chart for the compensation procedure is shown
(forming in the upper half and the adaptation of AM in the lower half). Each process originates from
the part design and the target geometry, which could be provided in any form; for example, as a
CAD-design or reverse engineering measurement object. In case of forming processes a forming tool
geometry is derived, which is close to the negative of the target geometry, but usually is divided into an
upper and a lower tool part due to the uni-axial working direction of the presses. The active surfaces
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of the forming tool in the closed state show a certain transformation of the target geometry’s surface
with the same topology. In the surface generation process (centre of Figure 2), this transformation,
also called compensation, is deduced through the iterative tool redesign. Based on the target geometry
for AM manufacturing, a discrete AM manufacturing geometry was determined based on the part
design. This step corresponds to the generation of active tool surfaces in forming processes. Since AM
is an incremental process, no physical tool is necessary, but an active closed surface is required, which is
a building instruction for the AM system. It is transferred to the AM system for initial manufacturing.
As an alternative, the framework is also capable of handling data in a numerical simulation framework.
Whether part manufacturing, numerical analysis or both should used, depends on different process and
part specific characteristics and attendant circumstances. Both from real manufacturing or numerical
results, a final workpiece geometry was achieved and evaluated. The deviation data of the component
compared to the target geometry served as input data for the systematic compensation. As a result,
an updated AM manufacturing geometry is provided. This surface, in the sense of forming, “forms”
the part, in the AM manufacturing environment. More abstract, in both manufacturing processes,
surfaces have to be generated based on the target geometry, from which the actual manufacturing
process result is controlled.

Figure 1. Stacking of the components in the build chamber. Blue components were measured and
compensated; cyan components were measured for reference and not compensated.

The purely geometric approach assumes that all physical causes for deviations occurring
during the manufacturing process are included in the systematic portion of the component shape.
Hence, different physical boundary conditions have no effects on the general procedure. For example,
different materials or processing temperatures can be treated in the same way. The approach also allows
one, for example, to incorporate additional processing steps, such as heat treatments or machining.
Material properties and environmental conditions are implicitly contained in the approach through
the measurement data. The three key aspects pointed out in [31] in the context of bulk forming,
reduce to two key aspects that also arise in AM for an efficient and effective implementation of the
compensation procedure:

• Identification of the stochastic portion of the deviations;
• Automated and structured modification of manufacturing geometries.
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Figure 2. Flow chart of the compensation process for determining a suitable manufacturing geometry
for AM in comparison to the forming tool compensation approach.

The problem of finding a suitable manufacturing geometry presents as an inverse problem under
stochastic conditions. Hence, the design process is built in an iterative manner. A certain number
of iterations i need to be passed, as shown in Figure 2. The manufacturing geometry Mi leads to
a workpiece geometry Wi. With a predefined reference coordinate system and the target geometry
Wtarget, the deviations Di can be derived. It is assumed that the deviation values Di are small compared
to the component dimension. Hence, a non-rigid transformation φWi : Wtarget −→Wi between the target
shape Wtarget and the workpiece shape Wi can be deduced. Additionally the manufacturing geometry
is supposed to be a non-rigid transformation φMi : Wtarget −→ Mi of the the target geometry Wtarget.
The idea of the geometrical compensation is to use the information of the non-rigid transformations to
derive a new manufacturing geometry Mi+1 in a recursive fashion by using

Mi+1 = Mi − αi+1(Wi −Wtarget) = φMi (Wtarget)− αi+1(φWi (Wtarget)−Wtarget). (1)

The factor αi+1 weighs the compensation term. In its easiest form, αi+1 is scalar, but in principle,
depending on the topological structure of Wtarget, tensor-valued αi+1 values are possible, leading
to anisotropic compensations. Working with transformations of the target geometry is beneficial
for computational reasons, since the same topology is ensured for straight forward calculations.
In the present paper, the transformations are based on the target surface normals, which means that
the measurement information can be directly used to build the transformations. The transformation
φWi in this case reads

φWi (Wtarget) = Wtarget + Di = Wi. (2)

At the beginning of the compensation process, an initial manufacturing geometry has to be
defined, either based on experience, numerical analysis or simply the target geometry. After the first
run, the geometric adjustment and stochastic phenomena in turn influence the entire AM process
again, in the sense of the inverse problem, which could call for another iteration to achieve the
desired tolerances.
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In this paper, the target geometry Wtarget is represented by a surface triangulation, as in common
in AM. Based on the node coordinates and the connectivity list, a straightforward application of the
transformations φWi and φMi is possible.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Geometrical Deviation in the Calibration and Compensation Cycles

In the calibration cycle (index 0), all 27 components in the build chamber were produced with the
target geometry. In Figures 3 and 4, the first rows with index 0 show seven measured parts with their
respective positions in the build chamber in Figure 1. Two main geometrical errors can be observed in
the measured parts. There is a volume error due to the shrinkage of the material, and the upper right
edge of the fin is distorted. It is evident that no optimal, universal compensation for all components is
possible, due to the influence of the position in the build chamber. Hence, a unique compensation was
calculated for each of the compensated parts ai–ei.

The results of the first compensation cycle are shown in the second row of Figure 3 with
part numbers a1–e1. For part numbers a1–d1, the compensation reduced the geometrical deviation
significantly. e1 was not improved. Analysing the calibration cycle (a0 − e0), e0 already is an outlier
in the area of the upper-right corner. The compensation was calculated to this deviation and did
not improve the accuracy. After further investigation, a finishing error was detected. There was
still loose powder on the part in this area, which emulated a thicker part to the measuring system.
Hence, the compensation led to a thinner part in e1.

The second compensation cycle (index 2) showed minor geometrical improvements for a2–c2.
For d2, a minor deviation increase was measured, while e2 was improved significantly. This shows that
this compensation process is quite robust regarding process outliers, since in the next compensation
cycle they can be corrected without manual interaction. The limit of the compensation is reached
when the statistical deviations are in the same order of magnitude as the deterministic deviations.
The minor increase in deviation for d2 shows that this limit is possibly reached after two compensation
cycles. In Figure 4, the results of the reference components, which were not compensated, can be
analysed. The parts show minor changes from one cycle to the next as well. This is due to the
statistical deviations.

Comparing cycles 0 and 2, the compensated parts were significantly improved in terms of
geometrical accuracy. Furthermore, the parts were more homogeneous and the influence of the
position in the build chamber was diminished. In order to quantify this improvement and to analyse
the limits of this method, the deviations were numerically analysed; see the next section.

5.2. Evolution of the Part Deviations

In Figure 5, the evolution of the mean absolute error and the evolution of the standard deviation
are shown over the three iterations. For the reference parts (bre f

i , cre f
i and dre f

i in Figure 1) the mean
absolute error and the standard deviation remains almost constant, which is in accordance with the
impression of Figure 4. For all compensated parts, an enhancement in the mean absolute error and the
standard deviation was achieved. The process outlier ei is also clearly visible in the evolution of the
mean absolute error, which stayed higher after cycle 1 but improved significantly in cycle 2. In Figure 5,
another outlier with respect to standard deviation in cycle 1 can be seen, which is part di. The high
standard deviation in cycle 1 finally led to the increased mean absolute error of part d2 in cycle 2.
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Figure 3. Compensated components for the calibration cycle (0) and two compensation cycles (1 and 2).
The positions on the building platform of the parts a-e are detailed in Figure 1.
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Figure 4. Reference components without compensation for the calibration cycle (0) and two
compensation cycles (1 and 2). The positions on the building platform of the parts bre f -dre f are
detailed in Figure 1.
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Figure 5. Evolution of the mean absolute error and the standard deviation for the three cycles.

5.3. Stochastic Deviations

For the separation of systematic and stochastic errors, three reference parts bre f
i , cre f

i and dre f
i are

considered in each manufacturing job. In order to determine the stochastic portion of the procedure,
the deviations are normalised with respect to the mean of the surface deviations according to
Equation (3) for each measurement point.

xnormalised = xi − x. (3)

Based on the normalised values, the stochastic mean absolute error and the stochastic standard
deviation can be calculated and are summarised in Table 1. The stochastic error measures give the
values for the whole procedure shown in Figure 2, including manufacturing (or numerical analysis),
measurement (evaluation) and the redesign process of the manufacturing geometry.

The average values of the stochastic errors over all reference parts and all iterations are suitable
estimates to characterise the stochastic behaviour of the procedure. With regard to the approach, which
is capable of dealing with systematic deviations only, these values could be seen as a process limit for
this specific geometry and job in this configuration using the procedure described.

Table 1. Separated stochastic errors of the compensation procedure conducted for the three reference
parts. (mae: mean absolute error; std: standard deviation).

Part Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Average

Mae Std Mae Std Mae Std Mae Std

bre f
i 0.113 0.150 0.111 0.141 0.108 0.135 0.111 0.142

cre f
i 0.115 0.145 0.100 0.132 0.115 0.144 0.110 0.140

dre f
i 0.090 0.123 0.085 0.116 0.097 0.125 0.091 0.121

average 0.106 0.139 0.099 0.130 0.107 0.135 0.104 0.134
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6. Conclusions

In this study, a systematic compensation approach from forming technology was adapted and
applied for AM. The Am manufacturing geometry was successfully used as a forming tool in the
sense of geometrical compensation. The displacement adjustment method, which directly incorporates
deviation data for compensation, presented itself as suitable for AM. Compared to conventional
manufacturing technologies, the presented procedure is even more reasonable for AM processes,
since no expensive physical forming tools or moulds are necessary.

The presented approach is a data-based method, which relies on an initial calibration job.
We think that with regard to high engineering and computational costs of AM numerical analysis, this
approach is reasonable, especially with regard to build chamber dependencies. The necessary effort
and experiments for a highly complex material model have to be taken into account as well.

By using non-rigid transformations of the initial geometry topology, a direct application of
measurement data for the compensation is realised. This way, each part is treated individually,
which ensures a compensation of spatial dependencies in the build chamber. The systematic procedure
is suitable for series production especially, where the first iteration can be seen as a kind of calibration
step. We conclude that the proposed hypothesis could be proven for the setup conducted. Of course,
future work has to be done to further verify the approach.

During production, the approach can also be used for process control, in the sense of a closed-loop
control, and, for example, to compensate for other raw materials, system characteristics or changed
environmental conditions. In future work, the approach will also be tested for other AM processes
and different materials. Furthermore, the incorporation of simulation results for the initial geometry is
a promising way to further enhance the procedure.
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2D two dimensional
3D three dimensional
AM additive manufacturing
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SLS selective laser sintering
STD standard deviation
STL stereolithography, standard tessellation language
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